Transcript of " Everyone's Awakening Unity & Focus IS the short cut to the New NOW"
recorded, August 7, 2017

Call starts: 8:59 PM EDT
Beginning of conversation:
BZ and Heather chat for a minute about what people have commented on, about clarity of
Heather's voice and a kind of party atmosphere behind her. Heather's surprise you can
hear anything and BZ mentioning she cleaned up the audio.
HATJ: Its Amazing
You know I wanted to be very clear, I did try to call you back. I wasn't able to last night.
I wanted to be Very, Very clear, that the reason why. Some new changes, some new
choices are being implemented right now.
Is because of everyone awakening.
And utilizing their power, and just being and Unifying.
My Gosh, the unification has just blown people out of the water.
BZ: Yes
HATJ: And so, I wanted to kind of give you guys an update, was that.
There had been a little bit of talk about, you know possibly dismissing the case. I guess
Randall and myself and just having everyone have their unfettered access and facilitation.
Of their Treasury Direct Deposit Accounts. That's actually what they are technically
called, They are Treasury Direct Deposit Accounts.
BZ: ok
HATJ: And, um, not just that. But all of the advanced technology that has been buried.
New realities coming forward. All these former streams of consciousness are now one
stream of conscious, all aspects of it being visible.
So, what has happened is that. Because of All the Being and DOing and what's great
about it is, that everyone is doing as they feel to do. And yet the unification is completely
visible. chuckle, chuckle, chuckle. Its Completely visible how everything is just
harmonized. Um.
BZ: Say that one more time, how everything is just what...
HATJ: Harmonized
BZ: Harmonized

HATJ: Over the last couple of years, there has been a lot of inner fighting. Amongst
different groups.
BZ: Yes
HATJ: Between different groups, and what they are seeing is, is that, you know
You and I talked about this , couple, what 4 months ago, three months ago.
BZ: Right
HATJ: How to unify everyone
BZ: Right
HATJ: Now mind you this is a little dramatic, but still.
BZ: Laugh
HATJ: chuckle. Right, Randall, myself, others coming forward and doing every single
part. I mean we literally have done this together.
BZ: yup
HATJ: And I want Everyone to be aware, That People, that were in the former controllers
positions and overseers positions. Are paying attention.
BZ: Excellent
HATJ: It IS Helping Them Make New Choices. And I just want that to be clear.
BZ: Great. And do you have a. Well its funny because, lets see now, its not even twenty
four hours, since I finished and posted the conversation between us. And people are
tapping their original paws, chuckle, saying where is the update, where is the update.
HATJ: That's Phenomenal.
I mean the amount of Focus. Centralizing focus and, and, embracing and utilizing that
inner power in this last, I would say. hmm, in this last twenty, twenty four hours. Has
been incredible. And I mean its, even before that BZ, but with more consciousness and
you put more spot light on it.
Its, literally, Magnifies the power. And The Effect. Of that power, ok, ah. So we had a
few people that way, about dismissing with Randall and myself. And just moving
forward.
Because they don't like the consequences, because of what happened on Friday [8.4.17]
They were, and with Randall's case and everything else. They were.

What they chose to do, Making visible that the constitution doesn't apply to, to anyone
BZ: Right
HATJ: Other than the signatories, Is they now have felt all of the consequence, all the
way up to entering, Call it New Earth, Nova Gaia, whatever you want to call it. But that
NEW, NOW. And because of the choice that was made on Friday, and, and, choices
previous to that. Ah.
Lets just put it this way, their experience in that New Now, is not what they wanted.
BZ: um hmm
HATJ: They wanted something, perfect, beautiful, joyful. And, so, that's what I've been
working with them, between, you know, yesterday and today was, Ok Great. You want a
different choice, you want to implement a different choice. Great. Lets do it.
So what we did was, I went in, and basically went in and wrote, you know. For
Tennessee, it got filed, it should arrive there tomorrow. Which I believe, Lisa, and those
guys, Bill, has made visible to everyone.
BZ: yeah, its already up.
HATJ: It cancels it, and then, we are doing that here tomorrow. In DC, to basically cancel
the transport order, or the commitment to another jurisdiction. And then its all clean
across the board. And what was great about it was, instead of the families that have
caused Randall's case, my case, however you want to call it, to occur, ah. Now instead of
having to convince their group to dismiss a case, etcetera, etcetera , They don't have to
do a thing.
BZ: Right. Because Original is going to re-format everything in there, and that's it.
HATJ: Exactly. Exactly, and so now they don't have to try and convince each other to go
and cancel this case. And that would have been a whole campaign in its self.
BZ: Laugh
HATJ: Now its just totally done. PERIOD. And it was done four and a half years ago, so
it doesn't mater. But this is a transition period, so now they can actually focus on them
selves. And FEELING, what This moment means. As far as, all the way, all the
possibilities in the flow, to the New Earth, Nova Gaia, whatever you want to call it.
BZ: Are they, are they really, um. Starting to Internalize on various different Levels, That.
For the most part, you know, its Overwhelming that people, Just, Want, To Have This
Stop. And to move forward, and to Play in something new.

HATJ: yes
BZ: That's what they really want. And I am going to add to that. What I am also sensing,
is that, um. But if they Keep, Keeping On, the path that they are on, you know, Its just, its
just Not helping anybody.
HATJ: Yes, Yes They Are Internalizing it. That's what I mean, by them feeling the
complete flow. From their choice that just happened on Friday [8.4.17]
BZ: Right
HATJ: They feel the complete flow, all the way to Nova Gaia. And what ends up
happening is, Their physical form, in, the new earth, Nova Gaia, the new now. I'll just
call it, The New Now.
Their Form, is actually Less than, what it would have been, had they done a different
choice.
BZ: Yup
HATJ: And that's why they are sitting there, they are sitting there going, Wait, we don't
like this. Cause there is no such thing as time and space.
BZ: Right
HATJ: Its an illusion. Everything is simultaneous. And. There was discussion of you
know. China is very big. Cause China is The One Behind all the prison bonds, and the,
they are basically the backers of the judicial system.
BZ: ah hum
HATJ: And they have been trying to figure out how to save face. And that was why I
went in and did what I did, this last twenty four hours. Was to be able to do with Lisa and
Bill. Was to be able go in and say ok, here, here we go.
This isn't about saving face. This is just about being Heart.
BZ: Right
Right, You're either absolute love and flowing that or you are not. chuckle
HATJ: Right, exactly.
BZ: You can't be half n half

HATJ: Exactly. And I know that I came into this, chuckle, with a completely different
perception than, than, I guess you could say the usual, because I already knew, that None
of this meant anything in the first place.
BZ: Right
HATJ: No. No lawsuit sticks. And the one thing that they picked, gigle, was the one thing
Absolutely, was the one thing that was absolutely Factualized. Right, these Treasury
Direct Deposit Accounts.
BZ: Right
HATJ: Um. And They have had eight- Literally, seventeen plus years to refute those.
Because that was what the 2000, perpetuity, was all about.
BZ: umhmm
HATJ: So
This is a matter of everyone, just moving forward. I wanted everyone to know, because of
The Awareness and Unification and working together and doing as they feel to do. And
not worrying about, "is that coordinated"?. It is, it is absolutely coordinated. That is why
you just follow your heart, its a short cut.
BZ: Right
HATJ: Its the short cut. Um, I just wanted everyone to Highlight that for everyone.
Because that is actually what is assisting, the former overseers and former controllers in,
in making these new choices. And implementing them. And over the last twenty four
hours, some Amazing strides, have been hapn, have ah, occurred. And. You know. In My
World, its, there, I guess you could call it magical.
BZ: YUP
HATJ: You could call it. Things that were just not usually seen, by the main public, that's
what started to become visible on Friday [8.4.17] to where even the most Unaware person,
about magic or, ah, call it whatever you will. They were even aware of what was going
on, on that bench.
BZ: Yup
HATJ: So, they Don't like the fact that, that's being seen. Because that was always
usually secret society stuff, and
BZ: Laugh

HATJ: And, behind the scenes, and they are afraid of how they are going to be judged,
And that's where I said, you know, no matter what, I'll stand in between the target.
BZ: Right
HATJ: Until, everyone, just sorta settles down.
But because of the compassion of everybody out there. And working together and
Unifying (joyful laugh) They are realizing, they're internalizing, the fact that, "We don't
actually have to be worried".
There is one thing to be told you're loved, and there is a whole other thing to experience it.
BZ: That's correct, absolutely.
HATJ: And That's what I want to say thank you , to everyone about. Because they're
Feeling it. So Thank You.
BZ: Yes, people are really expressing it, in various different ways, unique to themselves,
the each original that they are. But it is no longer an intellectual exercise. The energy
vibration that comes from people is, Its Absolute.
HATJ: Yes
BZ: This feeling, this sense, this flowing. This BEing and DOing is Absolute. And they,
they want people to come, you know whoever, if you want to call them quote un quote
"THEY" . Lets, Lets Party. Lets create, what do we want to create next.
HATJ: Yes
BZ: And NEVER do this Again
HATJ: Its,

Yes.

Please.

Serious laughter from both.
HATJ: (more laughter. ) I'm Telling You. Oh, my God, Yes.
So I just wanted to make this Very, very clear. Its been sitting with me all day. I wanted
to wait until you were available, to, to do this part of the call. My Love and Service to
Everyone. And my Gratitude . For everyone's love and service, To All That Is
BZ: Excellent
I will get the audio all cleaned up and posted, and then they will be waiting for the next
one. (giggle)

HATJ: (Laugh) All right, honey. My love to you, my love to everyone. And I'll talk to
you, tomorrow.
BZ: All right, big hugs.
HATJ: bye bye

